
a choice you can  
warM uP to. right now. 

80g1e
GAS FURNACES



the reliability of the  
concord® 80g1e is the 
right choice, right when 
it counts.

When the time comes to replace your furnace, 
reliability is a top priority. When you choose a 
Concord 80G1E gas furnace, you can enjoy 
dependable warmth throughout the winter season. 
That’s because the 80G1E is built and tested for 
toughness. And with an AFUE rating of 80%, it 
works hard, while using energy efficiently. It’s one 
of the simplest decisions you can make.



Harsh winters are no match for our ruggedness.

Every component of the 80G1E is built for dependable 
operation. The constant torque blower motor uses proven 
technology to efficiently circulate heated air throughout your 
home. When compared to standard motors, constant torque 
motors operate with 25% fewer watts while operating in 
cooling mode and up to 75% fewer watts in fan-only mode.

Smart in every way.

The 80G1E furnace offers an Annual Fuel Utilization 
Efficiency (AFUE) of 80%, meaning it can convert 80% of  
the fuel it uses into heat you can feel. So you can spend 
less on energy even when the weather is at its harshest.
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soMe decisions are tough. this one isn’t.

When you consider Concord systems, quality and value are givens. You’re 
getting peace of mind with great features and smart designs that squeeze 
more efficiency out of every energy dollar. And best of all, you get it right now.

Over the years, a hardworking Concord furnace 
can save you hundreds of dollars on utility bills.
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80%
EFFICIENCY

Savings vary depending on use, geography, lifestyle, maintenance, installation and other 
factors. Chart depicts 5-year savings over less-efficient models.
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concord® - the decision 
you’ll celebrate.

When you think about everything Concord delivers,  
your decision is no decision at all. Stay cozy.  
Stay comfortable. The performance and reliability  
you want are right here, and ready to go to work.   
Concord. It’s the right choice. Right now. 

a look inside the rugged, hardworking 80g1e.

•  An 80% AFUE* means the 80G1E converts a full 80% of 
the fuel it consumes into usable heat. That can help you 
spend less on energy every month

•  A 10-year limited warranty on parts and a limited lifetime 
warranty on the heat exchanger (with registration)**  
mean lasting comfort and peace of mind

•  The aluminized steel heat exchanger resists corrosion, 
and is crimped instead of welded for long life and safety

•  The anti-vibration blower assembly helps reduce 
noise during startup and shutdown for peaceful, 
quiet operation

•  Every 80G1E is fully run-tested at the factory to 
ensure reliable performance

•  Efficient constant-torque motor delivers consistent 
warmth while using energy wisely

* Like the miles-per-gallon rating on your automobile, the higher the AFUE rating, the lower your fuel costs. All furnaces manufactured today must meet minimum 
AFUE requirements. If your furnace is 10–15 years old, it probably falls below the current minimum and wastes energy.

**Applies to residential applications only. For terms, conditions and exclusions, see full warranty at alliedair.com.

® ®

Not approved for use in 
mobile home applications.
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80% 99%

Gas- or Propane-fired forced-air furnace
Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE)


